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Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by gibbor120 - 09 Sep 2011 16:31
_____________________________________

Let the ideas roll...

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by Pidaini - 27 Feb 2014 10:34
_____________________________________

Yesterday, Zlatah Yentah was sitting on her mother's lap and pretending to feed her mother
supper.

She picks up the fork with the "chicken" on it and says, "Mommy, one chicken at a time, one
chicken at a time"

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by gibbor120 - 05 Mar 2014 21:55
_____________________________________

My wife was reading corduroy to one of my kids. I said "oh, I haven't heard cordnoy in a while.

oops 

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by cordnoy - 05 Mar 2014 21:59
_____________________________________

And my little son said this morning, "I wanna be a gibbor atzum," so I said, "Iy"h....till 120." 

  

========================================================================
====
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Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by moish u.k. - 06 Mar 2014 14:54
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

And my little son said this morning, "I wanna be a gibbor atzum," so I said, "Iy"h....till 120." 

  

One day at a time...

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by TehillimZugger - 02 Apr 2014 23:37
_____________________________________

To all those Talmidei Chachamim who can't stop falling, Otzar Hachochma presents "The Keep
On Trucking Button" [Bottom left corner]

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by dms1234 - 26 Aug 2014 22:37
_____________________________________

THINK ABOUT NOW! ONE NOW AT A TIME! ONE DAY AT A TIME!

========================================================================
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====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by unanumun - 27 Aug 2014 16:23
_____________________________________

I was sitting around with the family and my son asked me, "who is big bad moish" my heart
stopped for a second and i said, huh?? then i realized they were talking about the country yossi
song.

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by TehillimZugger - 27 Aug 2014 22:39
_____________________________________

My niece asked me something about "birdie". My heart stopped for a second, I was afraid I had
been discovered...

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by cordnoy - 27 Aug 2014 22:47
_____________________________________

My kids said, "Look; there's a bird playin' a guitar!"

I took a look and said, "Thank God! It's not a little tiny blue bird on an old fogie; but rather, it was
a 
Warning: Spoiler!
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!

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by moish u.k. - 28 Aug 2014 15:33
_____________________________________

unanumun wrote:

I was sitting around with the family and my son asked me, "who is big bad moish" my heart
stopped for a second and i said, huh?? then i realized they were talking about the country yossi
song.

Ahem, er i may be bad, but i'm certainly not big!

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by TehillimZugger - 28 Aug 2014 21:30
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

My kids said, "Look; there's a bird playin' a guitar!"

I took a look

Ahem, I don't think you should have looked... 

 She ain't yo daughter no more... 

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by cordnoy - 23 Aug 2015 23:09
_____________________________________
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Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

I was at a couple of Simchos this weekend, and at each I searched in vain for the Woodford (I
always look for it, but then I'm too scared to take any, what if someone notices and realizes the
significance?). But at each simcha I found another bourbon, which said on the label that it was
made in "Bardstown KY 40004".

So I made a silent L'Chaim for the Rebbe (Sheyachzor Veyisgale Lonu Bimheiro Biyomeinu
Omain!!!) and his holy truckers Chassidim. I hope nobody overheard as I whispered "Keep on
Trucking...."

BTW that sounds like the perfect name for the GYE musical group we were going to form.
"Rebbe Bards and the Holy Truckers Band".

Here's the lineup so far:

Vocals - Zemmy

Guitar - TehillimZugger

Drums - Gibbor120

Pyrotechnic effects - Noorah

anyone else?

We've got plenty of trucks to shlep our gear around, and I have a tour bus, thanks to Alex.

;D ;D ;D ;D ;D ;D ;D ;D 

We now have plenty of guitars to go around!
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========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by markz - 23 Aug 2015 23:40
_____________________________________

Now we just need a conductor, and we're ready to roll

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by shmulyz19 - 30 Apr 2016 11:55
_____________________________________

Whenever I drink tea or 7up... speaking of which... I believe she is mom.

I am reminded of cords whenever I drink tea.

Whenever the car passes a truck,  I think of mark.

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Everywhere I go, I'm reminded of GYE
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 06 Sep 2016 16:40
_____________________________________

Rabbeinu Guard sighting at the new WTC/PATH oculus (look all the way on the left...)

BTW based on the stores and advertisements I've seen this is probably not an easy place to
Guard Your Eyes...

========================================================================
====
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